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Spreadsheet modeling for research and teaching:
Programming without programming
CHARLES E. COLLYER
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island
Spreadsheets can be used to focus academic research and teaching on theoretical models. Ex-
amples of models from learning, social psychology, and perception are presented to illustrate how
spreadsheet techniques work. Two strengths of this approach are emphasized: (1) Spreadsheets
provide a relatively user-friendly alternative to some kinds of instructional and research pro-
gramming; and (2) the linked tables and graphs of modern spreadsheets provide a powerful dis-
play medium and a fast way to examine the behavior of models as parameters change. I suggest
some models for which spreadsheets may be appropriate.
A spreadsheet is a type of software for managing and
processing information in a large row-by-colurnn matrix
of cells. The cell entries can be numbers, text (either visi-
ble or hidden as supplementary notes), or formulas. Oper-
ations such as copying, merging files, and making charts
from tabled data can be carried out by keyboard com-
mands or by a pointing device such as a mouse. Proce-
dures called macros can be defined that carry out a series
of operations automatically. Some good spreadsheet pro-
grams are Microsoft's Excel, Borland's Quattro Pro, and
Lotus's 1-2-3. I will use Excel examples and notation here.
A number of articles on uses of spreadsheets have ap-
peared in this journal recently. Hewett (1988) discussed
ways of using spreadsheets to enhance professional pro-
ductivity. For example, a schedule in the form of a Gantt
chart can be constructed which allows the user to visual-
ize the various tasks and committments that should receive
attention during specific time periods. Rogers (1989) de-
scribed spreadsheet demonstrations that were helpful in
teaching statistical concepts such as correlation and anal-
ysis of variance. Hewett (1985) and Halff (1987) presented
excellent discussions of spreadsheet models that simulate
specific sensory and neural processes.
In the present paper, I argue that spreadsheets are a good
vehicle for building theoretical models and teaching about
them, and perhaps for extending model-oriented think-
ing to a larger number of people in psychology. The case
for mathematical models in psychology has been made
before; for example, Bjork (1973) and Estes (1975) pre-
sented eloquently persuasive introductions. The type of
mathematical modeling advocated by Bjork and by Estes
has enjoyed mixed success. Mathematical models have
become the standard medium for expressing theoretical
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ideas in some research fields in psychology. The general
theory journal Psychological Review, for example, is an
important place to look for new mathematical models.
However, an explicit modeling approach has been
neglected or rejected by many psychologists. Some psy-
chologists have complained to me that although model-
ing is clearly valuable, the effort required to learn and
work with models is daunting. Perhaps reducing the per-
ceived effort would result in more modeling. Spreadsheets
can make mathematical models both more accessible for
novices and easier to work with for more experienced
users. I hope that this article will encourage some of my
colleagues to try modeling through this medium.
Constructing Spreadsheets
A spreadsheet can be used as a temporary scratchpad
by one person, much as a calculator would be used. In
this case, the structure of the spreadsheet may not be very
important. However, some spreadsheets are intended to
be used repeatedly, or must be intelligible to persons other
than their author. Such spreadsheets should be considered
true computer programs, and their design deserves the
careful consideration that would be given to any serious
writing or presentation project. Nevison (1990) has sug-
gested a number of guidelines for authors of business-
oriented spreadsheets, which are adapted here with an aca-
demic slant.
Nevison (1990) recommends that a spreadsheet contain
three functionally different areas: the introduction, the ini-
tial data area, and the model area. The example spread-
sheets in this article all have this three-part structure.
The introduction should identify the spreadsheet and
provide useful orienting information. First, title lines
should give the file name of the spreadsheet and a more
complete title indicating its topic. The purpose of the
spreadsheet can be explained in a short paragraph. Brief
directions on how to use the spreadsheet should be given,
especially if there will be no accompanying documenta-
tion for users. References to articles or books can be in-
cluded if appropriate.
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The initial data area should be a compact region of the
spreadsheet where parameters of the model are identified
and entered. (Perhaps the term parameters area would be
more in keeping with conventional modeling language.)
Brief notes about the effects of manipulating specific pa-
rameters can be included. The cells of the initial data area
that contain parameter values will be accessed by other
cells in the following model area to drive the model's be-
havior. If appropriate, summary measures of the model's
behavior can be returned to the initial data area for con-
venient inspection. Thus, the initial data area can be
thought of as the user's "control panel" for both manip-
ulating and monitoring the output of the full model.
The model area is a region of the spreadsheet contain-
ing formulas that generate data according to the equations
that define the theoretical model of interest. Parameters
of the theoretical model should be fed to these formulas
from the initial data area. Summary measures of the
model's output, such as a measure of goodness-of-fit (of
the model's output to a set of empirical data values, for
example), can be fed back to a cell near the parameters,
so that the overall effects of parameter changes can be
seen conveniently at the user's control panel,
A spreadsheet should be checked carefully for accuracy.
Its output under standard parameter settings should be ex-
amined to ensure that known conditions in fact generate
the expected results. Some of the software's own features
can be helpful in tracking down errors. In Excel, the Op-
tions/Display/Formula command can be used to produce
a version of the worksheet in which all formulas (rather
than their output values) are displayed. The accuracy of
formula structures and cell references is easier to check
with this version than with the display of numerical values.
Let us consider first how a spreadsheet might be used
to illustrate a well-known model of learning. Once we
have this example in hand, I will note two significant
strengths of spreadsheet models and outline two more
modeling examples.
Learning: The Rescorla-Wagner Model
The Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972) is a theory of classical conditioning, the kind of
learning in which an animal or a person experiences a cor-
relation between two events (in Pavlov's famous case, the
bell and food) and eventually demonstrates a change in
behavior (such as salivation to the bell) which reveals that
the correlation has been learned. The basic idea of the
Rescorla-Wagner (R-W) model is that the amount learned
from a pairing of the two events depends on how surpris-
ing the second one is. The "amount learned" adds to as-
sociative strength, with the increment being larger when
the second event is more surprising.
The model proposes that associative strength grows
from one learning trial to the next, according to this
equation:
VII = VII_I + a' b(L - VII-I), (1)
where VII is the associative strength on the current trial,
VII - 1 is the associative strength accrued up to the pre-
ceding trial, L is the maximum possible value of associa-
tive strength, and a and b are measures of the salience
to the organism of the first and second events, respec-
tively. Equation 1 expresses the idea that associative
strength on a given trial is composed of its value on the
previous trial, plus an increment that is proportional to
(L - VII-I). This "surprisingness" term, (L - VII-I), rep-
resents how much more learning about the correlation is
possible. (Equation 1 is one expression of the R-W
model, Several variations on the model have been pro-
posed, including those of Sutton & Barto, 1987, and Gluck
& Bower, 1988. It has been pointed out by these investi-
gators and others that Hebbian learning rules in connec-
tionist models are expressed by equations similar to the
R-W model.)
Figure 1 shows a spreadsheet file (in Excel, a work-
sheet) called RESWAG.XLS. (The ftlename extension
.XLS stands for "Excel sheet.") Rows 1-10 give in-
troductory information, including the basic equation of
the model, Rows 12-16 identify the basic terms of the
model, which include the independent variable, n, and
the model parameters a, b, and L.
Two specific VII functions are shown in the lower part
of the spreadsheet (rows 18-47). On the left (columns A
and B) is a fixed example of the function, generated with
the specific parameter values a = 0.3, b = 0.5, and
L = 1.0. Thus, the formula in cell B23 was entered as
follows:
= B22 + (.3)*(.5)*(1 - B22). (2)
(In Excel, formulas begin with the "=" sign. A "+" sign
will also work.) The entries in cells B24-B47 were made
by "filling down" from cell B23 with one command
(Edit/Fill Down). In this use of the Fill Down operation,
Equation 2 was copied into each cell, but with relative ref
erence to cell B22 such that the formula in cell B(n) ap-
propriately operates on the value in cell B(n- 1). Absolute
reference is an alternative way of obtaining values from
other cells; it is illustrated in the next paragraph.
On the right side of the spreadsheet (columns E and F)
is a "what-if' example, in which the values ofa, b, and
L are always taken from the entries in cells F14, F15,
and F16. The formula entered into cell F23 in this exam-
ple was:
= F22 + ($F$14)*($F$15)*($F$16-F22). (3)
Notice that, for the purpose of cell reference within the
spreadsheet, the model terms a, b, and L have been
replaced by absolute cell addresses, which can be recog-
nized by the dollar signs preceding the column letter and
row number. Absolute addresses are not adjusted by Ex-
cel during Fill operations, but relative references, such
as the reference to cell F22, are adjusted. A set of ap-
propriately adjusted formulas based on Equation 3 was
entered into cells F24-F47 with the Edit/Fill Down com-
mand as before. Because the references to cells F14, F15,
and F16 were absolute, the current values of a, b, and
L are used as constants throughout this set of formulas.
However, because the reference to cell F22 was relative,
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1
2
3
4 Growth of Associative Strength, V(n)
5 According to the Rescorla-Wagner Model
6
7 Reference: Rescorla, R. A. & Wagner, A. R. (1972).
8 In Black & Prokasy's Class. Condo II Book.
9
10 Model: V(n) = V(n-1) + {a.b [L· V(n-1) l}
11
12 Model Terms :
13 trial number. ........ n
14 salience of first event, the CS ... a= 0.80
15 salience of second event, the US._.. b= 0.60
16 upper limit of associative strength ... L= 1.00
17
18 Example Data With Active Data Using Values In
19 a=0.3, b=0.5, L=1.0: Cells F14, F15, F16 :
20
21 n V(n) n V(n)
22 0 0.00 0 0.00
23 1 0.15 1 048
24 2 0.28 2 073
25 3 0.39 3 086
26 4 0.48 4 0.93
-n 5 0.56 5 0.96
28 6 0.62 6 0.98
29 7 0.68 7 0.99
30 8 0.73 8 0.99
31 9 0.77 9 1.00
32 10 0.80 10 1.00
33 11 0.83 11 100
34 12 0.86 12 1.00
35 13 0.88 13 1.00
36 14 0.90 14 1.00
37 15 0.91 15 1.00
38 16 0.93 16 1.00
39 17 0.94 17 1.00
40 18 0.95 18 1.00
41 19 0.95 19 1.00
42 20 0.96 20 1.00
43 21 0.97 21 1.00
44 22 0.97 22 1.00
45 23 0.98 23 100
46 24 0.98 24 1.00
47 25 0.98 25 1.00
G
Figure I. Spreadsheet RFSWAG.XLS, illustrating the RescorIa-Wagner model.
Entering new parameter values in any of the ceI1s F14, FIS, and FI6 would cause
the predicted series of associative strengths in celIs F22 -F47 to be recalculated.
it was adjusted (from F22 to F23, F24, and so on) as the
formulas were filled (from F23 to F24, F25, and so on).
With this set of formulas in place, typing a new value
into any of the three parameter cells F14, F15, or F16
would cause the "what-if' values of Vn in the lower right
portion of the spreadsheet to be recalculated accordingly.
The effects of playing "what-if' with the Rescorla-
Wagner model can be visualized by constructing a graph
(in Excel, a chart) of the data in the lower right portion
of the spreadsheet. Figure 2 shows such a graph. An Ex-
cel command, Windows/Arrange All, allows the spread-
sheet and the graph to be displayed on the monitor screen
side by side. When a change is made in one of the three
parameters in the spreadsheet, two things happen: the data
values in the formula-driven part of the spreadsheet are
recalculated, and the graph is replotted using the new
values. The graph remains hot-linked to the data displayed
on the spreadsheet, and any number of further parameter
variations can be explored.
Here is an example of one such variation. Figure 3
shows the same chart as Figure 2, except that the value
of the parameter a in cell F14 of the worksheet has been
changed from 0.2 to 0.8, leaving b = 0.6 and L = 1 as
before. The chart's change in appearance from Figure 2
to Figure 3 took only a few seconds from the time of en-
try of the new value in cell F14. Such an increase in the
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Figure 2. Chart RESWAG.XLC, displaying data from the active model area of
spreadsheet RESWAG.XLS. In this example, the parameter values were a = .2,
b = .6, and L = 1.
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Figure 3. Chart RESWAG.XLC, with parameter values a = .8, b = .6, and
L=1.
In this model, the stress (S) experienced by a person is
related to the difference between environmental demands
(D) and coping abilities (C), multiplied by a motivational
factor (M) representing how much the person cares about
Interactional Model of Stress
The interactional model (e.g., Cox, 1978; Lazarus,
1976) is a plausible conceptualization of how factors in-
side and outside a person combine to determine stress.
The model can be expressed by the equation
teachers who would prefer not to write their own instruc-
tional software, but whose material lends itself to this
format.
Second, a spreadsheet built on formula entries and hot-
linked to a chart display has considerable value for
discovery-oriented learning and instruction. Quickly see-
ing the effects of a parameter change on a model's output
probably helps most people understand the model.
value of a corresponds to an increase in the salience of
the conditioned stimulus, which might be brought about
by increasing its intensity, for example.
Two Attractions of Spreadsheet Models
Two features of spreadsheet models are well illustrated
by the R-W example. First, a spreadsheet model amounts
to programming without actually writing a program. That
is, many of the operations carried out by the spreadsheet
model could have been programmed in FORTRAN,
BASIC, C, or Pascal. However, apart from getting a for-
mula's syntax right, little was done in constructing the
spreadsheet that would remind a frustrated former pro-
grammer of traditional program coding. Spreadsheets
could be used in some areas of research where more labor-
intensive programming for simple analysis or simulation
is now the norm. For example, Monte Carlo simulations
and schedules for random assignment or sampling can use
the random number function available in almost all spread-
sheet programs. Spreadsheets may also be attractive to
S = B + M (D - C). (4)
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G
(LoM)
(HIM)
(LoC)
(HiC)
S = B + M x (0 . C)
LoM+LoC LoM+HiC HIM+LoC HiM+HiC
4 0 2 ·10
5 1 5 ·7
6 2 8 -4
7 3 11 -1
Parameters and levels
Low Motivation = M value of 1
High Motivation = M value of 3
Low Coping = C value of 1
High Coping = C value of 5
Baseline = B value of 5
(Demand will be the independent variable. with values 0, 1, 2. 3.)
Model:
Demand
o
1
2
3
Interactional Model of Stress:
Degree of stress experienced under given levels of
demand. coping, and motivation. B is the baseline level of stress.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 Table of Stress Values:
19
20
21
22
23
24
Figure 4. Spreadsheet STRESS.XLS, illustrating the interactional model of
stress. Entering new parameter values in any of the ceUs Fll-FlS would cause
the predicted pattern of experienced stress levels in ceUs C21-F24 to be recal-
culated.
the outcome of the situation. The term B represents a base-
line level of stress, which is independent of the other fac-
tors. To work with the model, these variables are given
arbitrary numerical values, as in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4 shows a spreadsheet for the interactional
model, and Figure 5 shows an Excel bar chart fed by the
stress values in cells C21-F24 of the spreadsheet. A num-
ber of features of these linked displays are noteworthy.
First, the goal of constructing a relatively simple chart
dictated some simplification of the spreadsheet model.
Only two levels of motivation (low and high) and coping
(low and high) were examined, and the baseline was held
constant (one value of 5). Excel could calculate the model
for hundreds of levels of the variables, but in this case,
comprehensibility took precedence over power.
Second, the table of stress values was constructed with
the leftmost column (demand) as the main independent
variable (and abscissa of the linked graph), and the other
columns all representing the single dependent variable
stress, but under different conditions of motivation and
coping. If the sequence of commands given in the Excel
manual for constructing scatter charts is followed, the re-
sult is a conventional (to an academic's eyes) arrangement
of axes and curve parameters.
Third, there is linkage between the parameter values
in cells FII-FI5 (initial data area) and the table of stress
INTERACTIONAL MODEl Of STRESS
15
10
STRESS LEVEL
·10
• LoM+LoC
o LoM+HIC
IIiiI HIM+LOC
• HiM+HiC
DEMAND LEVEL
Figure S. Chart STRESS.XLC, generated from tbe table of stress levelsOJ spread-
sheet STRESS.XLS.
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where k is a scaling constant and it is understood that I
has been corrected for the person's absolute threshold.
Stevens (1957, 1961) argued instead that sensation mag-
nitude is a power function of intensity:
Comparing Models With Each Other:
Fechner's Law and Stevens's Law
As a last example, let us consider two classic models
from psychophysics. Fechner (1860/1966) proposed that
the subjective magnitude of a sensation, S, is a logarith-
mic function of the stimulus intensity, I:
values (model area). Typing a new parameter value in one
of these cells changes some or all of the stress values.
For example, the formula in cell C21 is
= $F$15 + $F$1l*(B21 - $F$13),
which corresponds to
baseline + lowmotivation x (highdemand - high coping),
with the current values
F
14384
Difference Dill Sq'd
-0.433 0187
-0796 0634
-1082 1.170
-1280 1639
-1381 1.907
-1.372 1.882
-1240 1537
-0970 0940
-0.545 0.297
0.055 0003
0.849 0.720
1862 3.467
Stevens
0567
1204
1.918
2720
3.619
4628
5.760
7030
8.455
10.055
11.849
13862
SS residual =
1
2
3
4 Stevens's Power Law Filled to Data Generated Under Fechner's Law
5
6 Reference L. E Krueger (1989)
7 Beh & Brain Sci., 12, 251-320
8
9 Proposed Psychophysical Functions, that is,
10 Sensation Magnitude as a function of Stimulus Intensity:
11 Fechner's Law: Sensation Magnitude ~ k x log(lntensity)
12 Stevens's Law: Sensation Magn~ude = k' x (Intensity h n)
13
14 Parameters of the Fechner and Stevens Models:
15 Fechner Stevens
16 n = none 0.05 (exponent)
17 k or k' = 1 4.65 (constants)
18
19 Comparison of Models Given The Parameter Values Above:
20 F~ Error = 14.384 (copied from cell F37)
21
22 Table of Sensation Magn~udes:
23 1og(lntensity) Fechner
24 1 1
~ 2 2
~ 3 3
V 4 4
~ 5 5
~ 6 6
~ 7 7
~ 8 8
~ 9 9
33 10 10
34 11 11
35 12 12
36
37
Figure 6. Spreadsheet LAWS.XLS, illustrating a comparison of
Stevens's power law and Fechner's law. Entering new parameter
values in cells 016 and 017 would cause the predicted values for
Stevens's law in cells 024-035 to be recalculated. Also, entering
a new constant in cell C17 would cause a rescaling of the Fechner
predictions in cells C24-C35. The fit error value in cell C20 is a
measure of the discrepancy between the two laws for the given pa-
rameter values.
well fit by a power function (Stevens) that has a low ex-
ponent and a suitably chosen scaling constant. Opinions
may differ on the proper conclusions to be drawn from
this observation; however, the properties of the examples
used by Krueger to make his point can easily be explored
by setting up a spreadsheet such as the one in Figure 6,
linked to a chart such as the one in Figure 7.
The cells B24-D35 of the spreadsheet in Figure 6 pro-
vide the data for the chart. The values shown are from
one of Krueger's (1989) examples (p. 254, his Fig-
ure lA), in which subjective magnitudes simulated under
the two laws were shown to be very similar under cer-
tain conditions. These data values were generated by for-
mulas corresponding to Equations 5 and 6, using param-
eters specified in rows 16 and 17 of the worksheet. To
quantify the degree of similarity of the two laws, the
spreadsheet includes columns for the difference and
squared difference of the two functions at each intensity.
The sum of the squared differences (cell F37, whose value
is also copied back to cell C20) gives an overall measure
(6)
(5)
S = k'I",
S = klog(I) ,
5 + 1 x (0-1) = 4.
Recall that $ signs are used for absolute referencing. Ab-
solute referencing is generally used when a parameter
value must beheld constant throughout a series of calcu-
lations along rows or columns, whereas relative referenc-
ing is used when an independent variable changes sys-
tematically throughout such a series.
The fourth feature is the linkage between the table and
the chart. Changing a parameter results in the recalcula-
tion of the tabled stress values, which then automatically
update the graph. "What-if' experiments, graphically dis-
played, can be done in a few seconds to explore the
model's predictions of stress levels under changed con-
ditions of demand, motivation, and coping ability.
One way of understanding the "interactional" property
of the model is to note that the effect of demand on stress
may be either small (under low motivation)or large (under
high motivation). The same may be said of the potential
effects of coping. The spreadsheet model shows clearly
how this multiplicative type of interaction works.
where k' is another scaling constant and n is the expo-
nent or power to which I is raised for a particular sen-
sory modality.
Both versions of the "psychophysical law" relating S
and I are familiar to students of general psychology and
perception. Indeed, there is an extensive literature on the
scaling of subjective magnitude, which has influenced ap-
plied measurement in several areas. Recently Krueger
(1989) has attempted to reconcile the Fechner and Stevens
laws. We shall borrow just one of the ideas in Krueger's
extensive analysis in order to develop another example
of spreadsheet modeling.
One of Krueger's (1989) observations was that data
generated by a logarithmic process (Fechner) can be quite
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Figure 7. Chart LAWS.XLC, giving a grapbical comparison of the Stevens and
Fechner functions generated by spreadsheet LAWS.XLS.
of the discrepancy between the Fechner and Stevens
values.
Keeping Fechner's law constant by leaving cell C17
alone, a student could enter different values for the pa-
rameters of Stevens's power law in cells D16 and D17,
and observe their effects on the data, the graph, and the
goodness-of-fit measure. A good exercise is to try to make
the sum of squared differences in cell C20 as small as
possible. Krueger (1989) noted that reducing the expo-
nent (to .001) while increasing the scaling constant (to
about 430) brings the two laws into even closer agree-
ment. Such a change in the parameters of the spreadsheet
improves (reduces) the fit error value to .002 and results
in curves that virtually coincide.
Other Models to Try
Most well-defined models can be implemented with the
use of spreadsheets, certainly for purposes of instruction
(including self-instruction), but also for some original re-
search work. Here is a short list of sources for potential
spreadsheet models that may be of interest to psycholo-
gists: (1) other models of Pavlovian conditioning, includ-
ing those of Hawkins and Kandel (1984), Sutton and Barto
(1987), and Gluck and Bower (1988); (2) various aspects
of signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966) and
other models of detection, recognition, and discrimina-
tion; (3) scalar timing theory (e.g., Gibbon, Church, &
Meek, 1984), the principal model of time perception in
animals; (4) several models for human time perception,
including those of Kristofferson (e.g., 1977) and Creel-
man (1962), and motor timing (e.g., Wing & Kristoffer-
son, 1973); (5) simple connectionist models such as An-
derson's brain-state-in-a-box (Anderson, 1977) and the
algebraic components of many more complex models
(e.g., Jordan, 1986); (6) many models for reaction and
response times (Luce, 1986); (7) models of chaotic dy-
namics and fractal properties of data such as EEG records
(Rapp et al., 1986).
This list has not been constructed systematically, and
it is quite idiosyncratic. However, it should give some
indication of the range of models, specifiable by a few
equations each, that might be examined in spreadsheet
form.
Summary
The purpose of this article has been to encourage aca-
demic psychologists to consider using spreadsheets for
teaching and studying models appropriate to their specialty
areas. "What-if' modeling has gained acceptance as a
useful tool in the business world, but it would seem to
have even more applicability in teaching and research.
Two attractions of spreadsheets are their potential as an
alternative to traditional programming and their value as
a display medium for examining the model's behavior,
especially when tables are hot-linked to charts. Three ex-
amples from psychology have been used to illustrate a few
specific spreadsheet modeling techniques. Style sugges-
tions for constructing spreadsheets have been offered, and
some other models have been identified as candidates for
spreadsheet implementation.
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